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Colin Powell Used Car Certificate
for: Leonard R. Cleavelin,

rightful owner of a vehicle made by Volkswagen.
State / Country of registration: Tennessee

License plate number: RCX998

I, Colin Luther Powell, former Secretary of State of the United States of America and retired General of the first 
Iraq Invasion Army, am pleased to certify the state and value of a very special ride, as identified above.The maker 
of this vehicle, Volkswagen, is a company known to be involved in the manufacturing of cars of mass production. 
I also gathered information that they have, since decades, the closest connections and strong operational ties to 
top-suppliers of car parts worldwide.

I have seen solid evidence and hard facts about this vehicle's general appearance and technical condition, which I 
can truthfully and honestly confirm as breathtakingly solid. With the assistance of White House technical staff, 
the object has been carefully inspected, in order to exclude any possible doubts or negative surprises for potential 
buyers. Moreover, the car has been prudently evaluated, based on information from various sources, not only the 
usual sources, but also other sources, reliable sources and my own sources. Under all aspects, thereby also 
considering other alternatives, I can straightforwardly and cockshurely state, that it represents, in my strongest 
opinion, the most interesting used car sale on the market today.

I like to draw your attention especially to the fine extras, both inside and outside the vehicle. There are so many, 
that I just wish to mention -substitutional for all the numerous other devices and accessories- the fine semi 
automatic sun roof.

The car has always been moved and handled very carefully, mostly on the highway and never in bad weather, and 
driven a total of only a very few miles.

The price asked for the car by the present owner, US-Dollars 6500, represents just a fraction of the true value and 
the future benefits for an acquirer.

In conclusion, I can only higly recommend this vehicle based on intensive, far reaching and diligent research, 
generating solid evidence and hard facts. Consequently I, the undersigned, do not hesitate to fully and 
unconditionally put my name behind these statements.

I am very proud and honored to have been of service to the public by issuing this certificate on this day of July 
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26, 2005

Colin L. Powell
CEO Pimp my Evidence Inc.
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